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Variety: Classification and Clustering

In 2005 the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), a permanent forum including agencies from the United
Nations (UN) and agencies not belonging to the UN (such as the Red Cross), introduced a number of reforms
designed to improve humanitarian response. A visible reform was the establishment of the Cluster System,1 which
organizes large-scale multiagency humanitarian response into eleven areas of action, each one with its own responsibilities: health, protection, food security, emergency telecommunication, early recovery, education, sanitation,
water and hygiene, logistics, nutrition, emergency shelter, and camp management and coordination. The Cluster
System is not without critics, but it serves to structure response and it is liked by national governments because it
introduces a single focal point which is accountable for a specific response area.2
This chapter describes methods for automatic text categorization, which allow us to make sense of heterogeneous, varied messages by sorting them into categories. In the same way in which coordination among humanitarian agencies is facilitated by abstracting from specific response actions to response areas, coping with typical crisis
collections from social media, involving millions of messages, is made easier by abstracting from the particular (a
specific message) to the general (a class of messages).
There are two broad families of classification methods: supervised and unsupervised. In supervised classification, we first manually classify a set of items (messages in this case) into categories using human annotators,
and then use these example items to automatically learn a model for classifying new, unseen items into the same
categories. In unsupervised classification (or clustering), we do not provide any example item classified a priori,
but instead allow a method to discover groups of related items based on their similarity.
We begin with a description of the main information categories found in social media and short text messages
during crises (§4.1). Next, we introduce supervised (§4.2) and unsupervised classification methods (§4.3).

4.1 Content Categories
The first question when categorizing content is how to determine which information categories to use. There are
many factors that drive the design of these categories. The first and most important are the information needs of the
users for which the categorization is done, which may include emergency managers, humanitarian relief workers,
policy makers, analysts, and/or the public. Different audiences may have different information needs.
When performing automatic classification, it is also important to take into account the capabilities of the system that will be used to categorize the messages. Even with a good data representation and with a state-of-the-art
learning method, current computational methods for text classification are more accurate in distinguishing among
information categories that have clearly distinct vocabularies, than in distinguishing those having many characteristic terms in common. Other tasks may be too hard for computers, such as determining if a message is sarcastic
or funny, literal or metaphoric.
When performing manual classifications, the capabilities of humans constraint our choice of categories in the
sense that we cannot deal with a number of categories that is too large. Using nonexpert annotators imposes
another constrain: categories that are too fine-grained or involve subtle distinctions cannot be reliably annotated
1
2

UN OCHA: “The Cluster System” http://www.unocha.org/what-we-do/coordination-tools/ cluster-coordination.
UN OCHA Annual Report 2006. http://www.unocha.org/annualreport/2006/html/part1 humanitarian.html.
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by nonexperts. Particularly in the case of volunteer annotations, it is best to have few, easily understandable
categories (more on this in Chapter 7).
Another aspect that is relevant to consider for some applications is the availability of information, that is, what
are the categories of information the public are actually sharing and discussing in social media. All other things
equal, it might be more useful to use a typology that is more fine-grained in the information categories that are
more abundant and more coarse-grained in the ones that are less abundant.
Existing typologies. A number of typologies have been proposed to categorize social media messages during
crises. With the exception of systematic work in ontologies for crisis information, such as the ones presented in
Section 3.7, most typologies are created based on observations from a small number of crisis situations. Existing typologies for crisis-related social media described in the literature cover many dimensions for categorizing
content:
(i) By factual, subjective, or emotional content: to separate between messages conveying facts (or combinations
of facts and opinions), and messages conveying opinions, or emotions, such as expressions of sympathy.
(ii) By information provided: to extract particular categories of information that are useful to experts or the
public for various purposes.
(iii) By information source: to select messages posted by specific groups of users, for instance, messages by
non-governmental organizations or messages from official government sources.
(iv) By credibility: to filter out messages that are unlikely to be considered credible, or whose authenticity can
be questioned (more on this in Chapter 8).
(v) By time: to filter messages that refer to different stages of an event (in the sense of the natural progression of
a disaster), when temporal boundaries for the event are unclear.
(vi) By location: for instance, to separate eyewitness accounts from messages posted by people away from the
scene.
(vii) By embedded links: some messages may point to other material, including news articles, photos, videos, or
live video feeds.
(viii) By high-level environment: a taxonomy by Mileti (1999) that divides information about a disaster into that
pertaining the physical environment, the built environment, and the social environment.
Table 4.1 summarizes some of these dimensions and references previous work in which they have been mentioned or described.
Different types of crisis generate different types of messages in social media. In a transversal analysis involving
26 crisis situations, Olteanu et al. (2015) found that sometimes the information type that was the most prevalent in
one disaster may be present only in very small amounts in another. This variability can be traced back to several
factors, including whether the events are instantaneous or progressive, whether their effects are diffuse or focalized,
and whether the causes are natural hazards or human action. We come back to these and other factors that affect
content production in social media in Section 9.3.
The distribution of messages into information categories is also affected by time, as expected given the particular
characteristics of different stages of a disaster (Petak, 1985; Fischer, 1998). For instance, in a meteorological emergency such as a tornado, the wind speed may be the initial focus of the conversation, while more detailed/useful
information may arrive later (Smith et al., 2015). Olteanu et al. (2015) observed a general pattern of progression
of information in disasters, with messages of caution and advice arriving first, followed by sympathy and support,
followed at the end of the first day or on the second day by messages describing infrastructure damage and affected individuals, followed by useful messages covering various topics, followed from about the third day onward
by messages regarding donations and volunteering. Parsons et al. (2015) also observed a general progression of
themes following known stages in disaster life cycles.

4.2 Supervised Classification
There are three main scenarios for classification: binary, multiclass, and multilabel. Binary classification refers to
a categorization into two disjoint classes: for instance, a message can be related to a certain crisis situation, or not.
Multiclass classification refers to categorization into a series of disjoint classes: for instance a message during a
tornado can be about providing advice, soliciting donations, reporting the weather conditions, or other categories.
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Table 4.1. Classification of various dimensions of content posted on social media during high-impact events,
including their description and references to related work.
By factual, subjective, or emotional content
Factual
information
Opinions
Sympathy

Antipathy
Jokes

(Examples under “By information provided”)
opinions, criticism (e.g., criticism of government response)
condolences, sympathy (Kumar et al., 2013); concerns and condolences (Acar and Muraki, 2011),
support (Hughes et al., 2014); thanks and gratitude, support (Bruns et al., 2012; Shaw et al., 2013);
gratitude, prayers (Olteanu et al., 2014); emotional support (Taylor et al., 2012); emotion-related (Qu
et al., 2011)
schadenfreude, animosity against victims (e.g., because of a long-standing conflict among
countries) (Imran et al., 2015)
jokes, trolling (Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2013); humor (Leavitt and Clark, 2014); humor or
irrelevant/spam (Sreenivasan et al., 2011)

By information provided
Caution and
advice

Affected people
Infrastructure and
utilities
Needs and
donations

Nonhuman
animals
Weather and status
updates
Other useful
information

caution and advice (Imran et al., 2013); warnings (Acar and Muraki, 2011); advice, warnings,
preparation (Olteanu et al., 2014); warning, advice, caution, preparation (Vieweg et al., 2010); tips
(Leavitt and Clark, 2014); safety, preparation, status, protocol (Hughes et al., 2014); preparedness
(Wukich and Mergel, 28/08/2014); advice (Bruns, 2014); advice and instructions (Shaw et al., 2013);
predicting or forecasting, instructions to handle certain situations (Sreenivasan et al., 2011); safety
(St. Denis et al., 2014)
medical emergency, people trapped, person news (Caragea et al., 2011); casualties, people missing,
found or seen (Imran et al., 2013); self reports (Acar and Muraki, 2011); fatality, injury, missing
(Neubig et al., 2011; Vieweg, 2012); looking for missing people (Qu et al., 2011)
infrastructure damage (Imran et al., 2013); collapsed structure (Caragea et al., 2011); built
environment (Vieweg, 2012); damage, closures and services (Hughes et al., 2014); services (St. Denis
et al., 2014); collapsed structure, water shortage/sanitation, hospital/clinic services (Caragea et al.,
2011); road closures and traffic conditions (Truelove et al., 2014)
donation of money, goods, services (Imran et al., 2013); food/water shortage/distribution (Caragea
et al., 2011); donations or volunteering (Olteanu et al., 2014); help requests, relief coordination (Qu
et al., 2011); relief, donations, resources (Hughes et al., 2014); help and fund-raising (Bruns, 2014);
volunteer information (Vieweg et al., 2010); help requests (Acar and Muraki, 2011; Neubig et al.,
2011); requests and offers of donations (Purohit et al., 2014a,b)
animal management (Vieweg et al., 2010), lost and found pets (White et al., 2014; Barrenechea et al.,
2015); animal evacuation (White and Palen, 2015)
weather updates (Vieweg, 2012); status (St. Denis et al., 2014); smoke, ash (Truelove et al., 2014)
hospital/clinic service, water sanitation (Caragea et al., 2011); reports about environment (Acar and
Muraki, 2011); consequences (Olteanu et al., 2014)
(cont.)

Multilabel classification refers to categorization into classes that do not need to be disjoint: for instance, a message
can be simultaneously about donations of food and clothes – performing automatic multilabel classification is also
referred to as tagging, in the understanding that a message can have more than one tag.
There are many ways of performing automatic classification of messages. A straightforward, but ineffective
approach, is to use keyword-based rules to separate messages into categories. For instance, a message containing
the word “shelter” or “camp” can be associated to the category “emergency shelter.” This may work for certain
information categories that have a small, well-defined, unambiguous set of terms that are highly discriminative,
but in general they are ineffective for categories that lack those terms (Melville et al., 2013).
A more robust approach is to use statistical methods such as supervised classification (described on this section)
or unsupervised classification (discussed on the next section). We present a high-level overview of these methods
to explain them in their application to social media during emergencies, the interested reader can consult the
material suggested in Section 4.5 for an in-depth exposition.
A supervised classification system is based on a supervised learning method, which is a statistical method
that creates a general statistical description of a class of items, and/or learns statistical properties that discrimi-
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Table 4.1. (cont.)

By information source
Eyewitnesses
and/or public

Government

NGOs
News media

citizen reporters, members of the community (Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2013); eyewitnesses (Bruns
et al., 2012; Diakopoulos et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2013; Olteanu et al., 2014); local, personally
connected (Starbird et al., 2010); local individuals (Starbird et al., 2012; Vieweg et al., 2010); local
perspective, on the ground reports (Thomson et al., 2012); direct experience (personal narrative and
eyewitness reports) (Shaw et al., 2013); direct observation, direct impact, relayed observation
(Truelove et al., 2014); public (St. Denis et al., 2014)
administration/government (Olteanu et al., 2014); police and fire services (Hughes et al., 2014);
government (Bruns, 2014); news organization and authorities (Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2013); public
institutions (Thomson et al., 2012); police (Denef et al., 2013); government (Bruns et al., 2012); public
service agencies, flood specific agencies (Starbird et al., 2010)
nongovernmental organizations (de Choudhury et al., 2012; Olteanu et al., 2014); nonprofit
organizations (Thomson et al., 2012); faith-based organizations (Starbird et al., 2010)
news organizations and authorities, blogs (Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2013), journalists, media, bloggers
(de Choudhury et al., 2012); news organizations (Olteanu et al., 2014); professional news reports
(Leavitt and Clark, 2014); media (Bruns, 2014); traditional media (print, television, radio), alternative
media, freelance journalists (Thomson et al., 2012); blogs, newscrawler bots, local, national, and
alternative media (Starbird et al., 2010); media sharing (news media updates, multimedia) (Shaw et al.,
2013)

By credibility
Credible
information
Rumors
Corrections

credibility (Castillo et al., 2013); credible topics (Canini et al., 2011); content credibility (Gupta and
Kumaraguru, 2012); users and content credibility (Gupta et al., 2014); source credibility (Thomson
et al., 2012); real images (Gupta et al., 2013)
rumor (Hughes et al., 2014; Castillo et al., 2013)
rumor mitigation (St. Denis et al., 2014); rumor refutation (Castillo et al., 2013)

By time
Pre-phase/
preparedness
Impact-phase/
response
Post-phase/
recovery

posted before an actual event occurs, helpful for the preparedness phase of emergency management:
pre-disaster, early information (Iyengar et al., 2011; Chowdhury et al., 2013)
posted during the impact phase of an event, helpful for the response phase of emergency management:
during- disaster (Iyengar et al., 2011; Chowdhury et al., 2013)
posted after the impact of an event, helpful during the recovery phase: postdisaster information
(Chowdhury et al., 2013; Iyengar et al., 2011)

By location
Ground Zero
Near-by areas
Outsiders

information from Ground Zero (victims reports, bystanders) (de Longueville et al., 2009; Ao et al.,
2014)
information originating close to the affected areas (de Longueville et al., 2009)
information coming from other parts of world, sympathizers (Kumar et al., 2013); distant witness (in
the sense of Carvin, 2013); location inference (Ikawa et al., 2012); remote crowd (Starbird et al.,
2012); nonlocals (Starbird et al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2012)

nate among different classes of items. The process by which these statistical descriptions or models are created
automatically is known as statistical machine learning.
Four main elements can be identified in a supervised classification system:
(i) the labeled examples from which the statistical model is created, known as training examples;
(ii) the method used to select the dimensions used for representing the elements, known as feature selection;
(iii) the algorithm used for creating the statistical model, known as the learning scheme; and
(iv) the evaluation metrics used to evaluate and report the performance of the system.
Training examples. Supervised learning methods require messages for which the label, that is, the specific information category, is already known. These messages are usually labeled by experts or volunteers. This manual
labeling is orders of magnitude slower than what the automatic classification system can achieve, but it may also
be considered more precise.
The number of labeled messages required to train a system depends on many factors, including the number
of categories into which messages have to be classified, the distribution of messages into those categories, and
the variability of messages inside each category. Situations with many categories, with skewed distributions of
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messages (e.g., categories having very few examples), and with broad categories containing many different kinds
of messages, need a relatively larger number of training examples.
In practice, learning a model that can accurately place short messages into one category, requires hundreds
or thousands of examples for that category, depending on the desired level of accuracy. More examples yield
better results in general, with diminishing results after a certain point (see, e.g., Matykiewicz and Pestian, 2012).
Training set sizes reported in the literature for training supervised classifiers on social media or text messages in
crises range from hundreds (Yin et al., 2012) to thousands (Imran et al., 2014a) or tens of thousands (Melville
et al., 2013) of elements.
As important as the number of training examples, is that they are sampled from the same distribution as the
messages that we want to classify. This is a key assumption for many statistical machine learning methods, and
indeed it has been observed that the accuracy of models created using training data from one crisis decreases
when applied to a different crisis, or when applied to the same crisis but at a different point in time (Imran et al.,
2014b). However, given the cost of creating large training sets, there are a series of methods that perform domain
adaptation or domain transfer, which adapt a model created from one dataset to make it useful in another (Dai
et al., 2007).
Feature selection. As we described on Section 2.4, messages are converted to a format suitable for algorithms
(including machine learning algorithms) by means of feature extraction. Even if messages are brief, and even if
aggressive stopword removal, normalization and stemming/lemmatization operations are applied, the feature space
in which they can be represented is typically high dimensional. For instance, it could have one dimension for every
word plus one dimension for every possible sequence of two words, which for collections of text messages of
moderate to large size, quickly yields tens of thousands of dimensions. This may not only increase the amount of
computational resources required for the data analysis, but it also increases the chances of overfitting the training
data. Conversely, feature selection often yields faster and better classifiers.
Feature selection methods aim at finding a subset of the input features that, for a given purpose, represents the
data as well as the entire set of features. Feature selection methods tend to discard features or groups of features
that are redundant (e.g., highly correlated with other features) or irrelevant (i.e., not related to the target label).
A simple example of a feature selection criteria is pointwise mutual information, in which each single feature is
evaluated in isolation in terms of its mutual information with respect to a class.3 Using this criteria, if a word appears with the same frequency in elements of the training set irrespective of their label, then its mutual information
with respect to the label is zero, the word is considered irrelevant and its respective feature discarded.
Feature selection based on analyzing the utility of one feature at a time, and then greedily picking a set made of
those features with the largest utility, are not guaranteed to find an optimal subset of features, because of statistical
dependencies among features (e.g., two features in isolation may each one be irrelevant, but combined might be
relevant). For feature selection methods see, e.g., Guyon and Elisseeff (2003) and references therein.
Learning algorithms. After features have been extracted and selected from the training examples, a machine
learning algorithm can be applied. Machine learning algorithms have two modes of operation: learning (or training) and labeling (or testing). The first mode is usually more time-consuming and complex than the second one,
which is expected to be fast, given that it will be applied to a large set of data.
There are many supervised classification algorithms that have been used for text classification. They include,
among others, naı̈ve Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), logistic regression, decision trees, and random
forests; for a survey, see Sebastiani (2002).
The choice of a specific method is to a large extent dependent on the specific problem setting. In most cases, researchers in the literature tend to test two or three different algorithms, and then decide which one is better for their
problem setting given their evaluation metrics. The choice of an algorithm may also depend on practicalities such
as the availability of an efficient and robust implementation in a given programming language or a given platform.
For instance, ESA (Yin et al., 2012; Cameron et al., 2012) uses naı̈ve Bayes and SVM; EMERSE (Caragea et al.,
2011) and Neubig et al. (2011) use SVM; AIDR (Imran et al., 2014a) uses random forests; Tweedr (Ashktorab
3

The pointwise mutual information between a term t and a category c is pmi(t, c) = log(p(t, c)/p(t)p(c)) where p(t, c) is the probability of a
message belonging to the category and containing the term, p(t) is the probability of a message containing the term, and p(c) is the
probability of a message belonging to a category.
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et al., 2014) uses logistic regression. While in most cases algorithms are used to predict a single label for each element, adaptations of these algorithms for the multilabel case are sometimes employed (e.g., Caragea et al., 2011).
Supervised learning methods typically produce parametrized models, in which the only difference between two
models is a vector of parameters, coefficients, or weights. In general, learning algorithms are often used as “black
boxes” in which those parameters do not need to be inspected. However, there are cases in which we seek to
understand how specific aspects of the input are related to the output label. Verma et al. (2011), for instance,
observe that the messages that contribute the most to situational awareness are also those that are expressed using
objective (as opposed to subjective) language. Following this observation, they create a stacked classifier in which
at one level certain characteristics of the message are modeled (e.g., by having a classifier that classifies messages
as objective or subjective) and at the next level these characteristics are combined with other characteristics (e.g.,
writing styles such as formal or informal), and with features from the message itself. Verma et al. (2011) find that
this approach performs better than directly using the input features on their dataset.
Along the same lines, in some cases there is background knowledge that can guide the creation of the model. For
instance, Melville et al. (2013) use the pooling multinomials method (Melville et al., 2009). Pooling multinomials
takes as input labels on items and on features. Following the example from the beginning of this section, if a priori
we know that the word “shelter” is a good indicator of the category “emergency shelter,” then instead of adding
a hard rule that the word “shelter” automatically implies this class, we can pass this information to the learning
algorithm to use it as part of the creation of the statistical models for the different classes.
Evaluation metrics. Comparing different classification systems is not a trivial task. With some exceptions, there
are few reference collections in which to perform comparative evaluations.4 As other information processing
operations, classification is usually measured in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency in this case is
basically a matter of the speed of the system. Effectiveness can be measured in a number of ways, and depends on
many factors, including the training data, learning scheme, target categories, and in some cases the language for
which a classifier is built Zielinski et al. (2012).
A key concept to understand the effectiveness of an automatic classification system is its confusion matrix,
which is a table representing correct and incorrect classifications. For instance, let’s assume a classifier has been
created to distinguish between messages containing information about “people,” “infrastructure,” or “other,” and
that we have external information that allows us to validate messages that actually belong to each of these categories (e.g., expert assessments over a subset of the data). In this case, the confusion matrix would be a 3 × 3
numerical matrix with the following structure:

Classified as
“people”
Classified as
“infrastructure”
Classified as
“other”

Actually about
people

Actually about
infrastructure

Actually about
other

Pp

Ip

Op

Pi

Ii

Oi

Po

Io

Oo

Accuracy is probably the simpler metric for classification effectiveness. It corresponds to the probability that an
item is classified correctly: (Pp + Ii + Oo)/(Pp + Pi + Po + I p + Ii + Io + Op + Oi + Oo). It is the sum of the
values in the diagonal of the confusion matrix, divided by the sum of all cells. Classification accuracies reported in
the literature of social media during crises range from 0.6 to 0.9 (Imran et al., 2015). Accuracy can be misleading

4

CrisisLex: collections and lexicons for analyzing crisis-related social media. http://crisislex .org/.
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Figure 4.1. Visual depiction of precision and recall, comparing two hypothetical systems. Messages are represented by
circles, and the messages classified as being relevant for a given class are depicted by large rectangles. Messages that are
actually relevant are filled/black; irrelevant messages are empty/white. The system on the right has more precision (it has
only one false positive), but it has lower recall (it has five false negatives).

when dealing with imbalanced classes. For instance, suppose there are 100 messages in total, out of which one is
about people, one is about infrastructure, and 98 are about other aspects. In this case, a classifier that always says
“other” has Po = 1, Io = 1, Oo = 98 and all other values 0, which yields an accuracy of 98%, even if the classifier
is blindly outputting always the same category.
Precision and recall are measures that can deal better with imbalanced cases. Precision (P) is a measure of
specificity. It corresponds to the probability that an item that we have classified as belonging to a class, actually
belongs to that class. Precision is measured on a per-class basis. The precision for the class “people” in the previous
example would be: Pp/(Pp + I p + Op), that is, out of everything that was classified as “people,” the fraction that
was actually about people. Recall (R) is a measure of sensitivity. Recall is also measured on a per-class basis. It
corresponds to the probability that an item that actually belongs to a class is classified by us as belonging to that
class. The recall for the class “people” in the example given earlier, would be Pp/(Pp + Pi + Po), that is, out of
every element that was about people, the fraction that we actually classified as “people.” A visual depiction of
precision and recall is shown in Figure 4.1.
A popular metric combining both is their harmonic mean, known as the F1 measure or simply F measure:
F = F1 = 2

PR
.
P+R

A more general metric for combining precision and recall is the Fβ measure, defined as:
Fβ = (1 + β2 )

PR
.
+R

β2 P

By varying the parameter β we can achieve different trade-offs. For instance, F2 favors recall at the expense of
precision, and F0.5 favors precision at the expense of recall.
Some supervised machine learning methods generate an output that is not a category label, but instead a score
which is related to the probability that an element belongs to a class (or a set of classes). In this case, the score
is usually thresholded at a particular value (e.g., zero) so that items with scores above the threshold are labeled
as belonging to a class, and the items with scores below the threshold are labeled as not belonging to it. In these
cases, there is more than once choice of threshold, which yields different trade-offs of precision and recall. In
order to compare two systems irrespectively of the chosen threshold, a standard approach is to compute the area
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve maps the performance of a classifier
for every choice of threshold to a point in the plane, in which the false positive rate obtained with that threshold
goes in the X axis, and the true positive rate in the Y axis. When the area under the curve (AUC) in the interval
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[0, 1] is 0.5, the classifier is not better than a random classifier, and when it is 1.0, the classifier is perfect. For an
overview on the usage of ROC curves to compare classification systems, see Fawcett (2004).

4.3 Unsupervised Classification / Clustering
Clustering means grouping similar items together. Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning method, which
is a large class of exploratory methods that search for patterns or structure in unlabeled data.
The input to a clustering algorithm is a set of items, in our case, vectors representing messages, and a way of
measuring how similar two messages are, that is, a similarity function. A frequently used similarity function for
text is the cosine similarity (see, e.g., Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011, ch. 6). In most cases, the input should
also include the desired number of classes, although there are clustering methods that can apply some criterion to
determine a “good” number of classes.
The output of a clustering algorithm is a mapping from items to classes, in which items in the same class are
expected to be similar to each other, and items in different classes are expected to be different from each other.
Depending on the specific algorithm used, the classes do not need to be disjoint, that is, a message can belong to
more than one class. In this case, we speak of soft clustering, in contrast with hard clustering, where each message
must belong to one and only one class.
Example hard clustering method: k-means. A popular clustering algorithm for documents is k-means, which is
a centroid-based method. This algorithm operates by iterating between two steps. For the initialization, items can
be assigned randomly to classes. In the first step, the algorithm computes the centroid of each class of items, that
is, the item that minimizes the average distance to all of the items on that class. In the second step, documents are
reassigned to the class whose centroid is most similar to them. The first and second step are repeated in sequence
a number of times, until a certain stop criterion is reached. For instance, it can be done for a fixed number of
iterations, or until the average distances to centroids stops decreasing, or do not decrease more than a certain
amount per iteration. There are many other clustering algorithms in addition to k-means; for an overview, see Zaki
and Meira (2014, part III).
Example soft clustering method: LDA. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), introduced by Blei et al. (2003),
is often used to create a soft clustering of documents into a predefined number of topics. It assumes that every
document reflects a combination of topics, in which the number of relevant topics for a document are a relatively
small fraction of all the possible topics. It also assumes that every topic can be characterized by a small set of
characteristic words that are highly probable for that topic, and that most words have the same probability across
all topics.
LDA is a probabilistic model that considers documents as a result of a probabilistic process. Each document is
defined by a probability distribution over topics, and each topic is defined as a probability distribution over words.
To create each word in a document, we just need to sample from the topics according to the topic-distribution of
that document, and then sample from the words of that topic according to that topic word-distribution.
The “L” in LDA stands for latent, which reflects the fact that while we can observe directly the words in
each document, we do not know the topic-distributions or the word-distributions. These distribution need to be
estimated using a probabilistic estimation method, such as Gibbs sampling (Wei and Croft, 2006). The “D” stands
for the Dirichlet distribution, which is used to incorporate an assumption of sparsity, that is, that each document
has few relevant topics and that each topic has few characteristic words. LDA is closely related to a method in
Information Retrieval known as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI), described by Hofmann (1999).
The output of LDA is a probability distribution over topics for each of the documents. This distribution can
be thresholded to read it as a soft clustering assignment, for instance, every document having a probability larger
than a certain threshold of belonging to a topic, is assigned to that topic. Interestingly, words that have a high
probability in the word distribution of a topic can be used as human-readable “summmaries” for the topic.
Clustering granularity. In the context of social media messages during crises, there are two prototypical scenarios
in which clustering can be used. In some cases, we want to perform clustering to group together messages that refer
to the same aspect of the crisis. In this case, typically a few large clusters are created, which we call the coarse-
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granularity setting. In other cases, we want to perform clustering to group together messages that convey basically
the same information. In this case, typically many small clusters are created, which we call the fine-granularity
setting.
A coarse-granularity setting (few large clusters) is used by Kireyev et al. (2009), which applies LDA to data
from a 2009 Earthquake in Indonesia. The output of LDA includes broad topics that cover different aspects of
the crisis such as one topic in which high-probability words are {tsunami, disaster, relief, earthquake}, and other
topics represented by words {dead, bodies, missing, victims} and {aid, help, money, relief }. Nelson and Pottenger
(2013) describe the usage of LDA for a similar application involving SMS messages in a coarse-granularity setting.
Karandikar (2010) shows that LDA can be applied to compare data across different disasters (eight in their case),
recovering important keywords which are characteristic of each disaster. Coarse-granularity clustering is also used
for event detection, for example, by Berlingerio et al. (2013) and others, as described in Section 6.4.
A fine-granularity setting (many small clusters) can be used to help reduce the number of social media messages
that need to be processed/examined by humans, for instance, by displaying multiple equivalent messages as a
single item instead of multiple ones. This is the approach used by CrisisTracker (Rogstadius et al., 2013), which is
a crowdsourced social media curation system for disaster awareness. The system, which collects data from Twitter
based on predefined filters (i.e., keywords, bounding box), groups these messages into many stories, which are
small clusters of tweets. These stories are then curated/classified by humans, which is much more efficient than
repeatedly classifying messages that are almost equivalent to each other. The specific clustering method employed
in this case is Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH), an efficient technique that uses hash functions to detect nearduplicates in data (Charikar, 2002).

4.4 Research Problems
Adapting/transferring classification models to new situations. A recurrent theme in the sociology of disaster
literature is that, despite their superficial differences, disasters tend to have many elements in common with each
other. Being able to reuse human-labeled and classification models can be very useful to produce results early on
when a new disaster strikes. Indeed, Li et al. (2015) describe a domain adaptation approach that can be applied to
Twitter data for disaster response.
Performing interactive taxonomy design. Designing content categories is an art that is difficult to master. Furthermore, sudden-onset disasters and emergency situations do not leave enough time to spend on creating new
categorizations. The main source of uncertainty is that, while we may guess a priori which topics will appear in
social media, the relative prominence of different topics is hard or impossible to estimate. Adaptive, interactive
approaches in which experts interact with algorithms, data, and annotators to rapidly converge into an appropriate
typology, could be very useful to accelerate the construction of an appropriate typology for a crisis.
Ranking. After categorizing messages, some categories may be very large; in this case one can attempt to summarize the category or to pick a few representatives of it. One form of choosing such representatives is by ranking, for
example, by sorting elements in decreasing order of importance. Ranking is a very difficult problem in Information
Retrieval; on the crisis domain, there are relatively few works dealing with ranking (Li et al., 2012).

4.5 Further Reading
For a high-level data mining perspective, Zaki and Meira (2014, parts III and IV) present algorithms for clustering
and classification.
Ingersoll et al. (2013, ch. 6 and 7) focuses on text clustering and classification from a practical/practitioner perspective. Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (2011, ch. 8) describes various algorithms on text classification, including
aspects of feature selection and how to evaluate text classification methods. Joachims (2002) describes the general
setting of text classification in its initial chapters, then presents in detail how to use Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) for classifying text.
Many of the methods described on this section can be applied to other types of data beyond brief text messages,
including blog and news content (Leetaru and Schrodt, 2014).
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